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Booth in Art Basel HK 2016 by Hauser and Wirth with spider theme

(Courtesy Hauser and Wirth )

The 4th edition of Art Basel Hong Kong is opening to the public on Thursday March 24, after two days

of VIP previews, with 239 exhibitors from 35 countries.

In navigating the complex distribution of Modern and Contemporary galleries, here are our picks of

some of the top things to see.
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Victoria Miro, placed right in front of the VIP

entrance, has a sophisticated and formally consistent

selection of white or off-white paintings by Idris Khan

and Yayoi Kusama, sculptures by (/artists/226580-

conrad-shawcross) (/artists/226580-conrad-shawcross)

(/artists/226580-conrad-shawcross) (/artists/226580-

conrad-shawcross)Conrad Shawcross (/artists/226580-

conrad-shawcross) and Elmgreen & Dragset, along with

a wall installation by the Scandinavian duo: the gold-

plated “Prison Doors” from 2016.

Best Installation

Green Naftali is showing Hong Kong-born, American multimedia artist Paul Chan’s new body of work

from 2015-2016 - “body” being the key word: Black nylon inflatable “gloves” change shape in a

surprising, sculptural installation where the biggest piece, “Triosophia,” is more than three meters high.

Chan’s work won the Hugo Boss Prize in 2014, the same year of his solo show at Basel’s Schaulager.

Best Painting-Only Booth

David Zwirner has (mostly figurative) works by Marlene Dumas, Michael Borremans (a big painting

of hooded figures, and smaller works, made especially for the fair and immediately sold), Sigmar Polke,

Neo Rauch, Luc Tuymans, Chris Ofili, and Oscar Murillo. Also, in an unusual modern twist, it has a

small Morandi that sold on the very first day of the fair. The all-painting approach is shared by other

galleries, showing that the Asian market is keen on figurative pieces.

Best Artists’ Conversation

Franco Noero keeps it real, easy (in a good way) and visually powerful, by pairing colorful and

mysterious Jim Lambie wall installations (potato bags, acrylic paint, expanding foam on canvas, from

2016, priced at €50,000 each) with Lara Favaretto’s works: a wooden table sprinkled in 24-karat gold

dust, and her 800-kilo confetti cubes, “The Man who Fell on Earth,” sold as a diptych for €50,000. All

works were made for the fair.

Best “Themed” Booth

Not for arachnophobics: Hauser & Wirth spotlights four major artist estates – (/artists/louise-

bourgeois-3648) (/artists/louise-bourgeois-3648) (/artists/louise-bourgeois-3648) (/artists/louise-

bourgeois-3648)Louise Bourgeois (/artists/louise-bourgeois-3648), Alexander Calder, Philip Guston

and David Smith – focusing the booth on the theme of the Spider. Bourgeois’ monumental “Spider

Couple” (more than two meters tall) from 2003 is at center stage, while homages to the arachnid by
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Calder, web-like drawings by Smith and oil paintings by Guston all reference spiderish shapes,

considered good omens in Chinese culture.

Best Works on Paper

STPI presents a selection of Korean artist Do Ho Suh’s threads on paper. The creative space widens the

focus of the booth with other artists who completed a residency in their space in Singapore. Haegue

Yang’s works cover paper with organic materials: spices, rice grains and Chinese herbs. Jane Lee is on

show with paper sculptures and with her first narrative work: a charming video installation devoted to

the theme of Freedom (a concept that recurs throughout the entire fair in fact), featuring green birds

flying on a round screen.

Best Solo Show: Ink Studio

“You can sit down in the meditation room” are the sweetest words you can hear when you’ve spent the

day in the visually noisy environment of an art fair. Ink Studio presents a selection of works by 72-year-

old, reclusive Chinese artist Li Huasheng, who abandoned the art world in the late 1980s after a

spiritual awakening, to live alone on the Himalayan Mountain. On show here, the monumental

ensemble “0669” (previously shown at the Metropolitan in New York), and his new grid paintings,

accompanied by soothing music: an unusual contemplative experience within Art Basel.

Art Basel Hong Kong runs March 24 to March 26, 2016 at Hong Kong Convention & Exhibition Centre,

1 Harbour Road, Wan Chai, Hong Kong, China
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